PROPANE.COM
FIREPLACES
The cleaner way to keep cozy. With propane,

COME HOME TO BETTER COMFORT

you get a toasty fire at the flip of a switch.

Not sure where to begin when adding propane appliances in

The heat is warmer than that from wood-

your home? Talk to your local supplier about easy installation

burning fireplaces, too. Plus, no ash or soot

options, and which appliances fit your needs. Whatever you

to clean up afterward, and no firewood

choose, when you want reliable performance from the front

to store.

door to the back patio…

cleaner energy
around every
corner

WATER HEATERS
Switch out your electric or heating oil storage
tank water heater for a propane model, and you
could save up to 16 percent on your energy bills.
Want hot water on demand, and a lot of it? Go
for a propane tankless model, a small unit that
hangs on the wall and can supply hot water for
multiple uses simultaneously.

RANGES AND OVENS
Your kitchen is the spot where everyone gathers.
Give it the upgrade you want with propane
appliances. Many homeowners choose gas
cooking appliances for unique features like
precise temperature control and instant-on
burners. Even if you’re short on space, you can
opt for a range that combines a cooktop and oven
for high performance in a compact size.

OUTDOOR AMENITIES
Don’t stop at the propane grill. Complete your
dream patio with propane fire pits, heaters, and
lighting. And if you’ve got a pool, propane can
power the heater for it, too. There’s no reason
that fun has to end when the sun goes down.

CLOTHES DRYERS
Give your clothes, and your iron, a break. Propane
clothes dryers are gentler on clothing, because
they deliver warm air that has more moisture
than electric models. You’ll notice fewer wrinkles
in clothes — while the efficient performance of
propane dries them faster.
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If you’re looking for a reliable way to power every part of your
home, Propane Can Do That®. Homeowners across the country
trust propane for more than just grilling. They use it for cooking,
heating, water heating, clothes drying, fireplaces, and so much
more. It could be right at home in your house, too.

DELUXE APPLIANCES FOR EVERY ROOM
Propane powers the high-end appliances on your wish
list, plus a few others you might not expect.

STANDBY GENERATORS

IMPROVED COMFORT

Power outages happen. Adding a propane

Picture the most comfortable parts of your home.

standby generator gives you peace of mind

Propane appliances can make each of those areas

that your home can keep running as normal,

even more comfortable — with reliably hot showers,

no matter what. And unlike gasoline and diesel,

cozy rooms, and a fireplace in the living room. You can

propane doesn’t degrade over time, making it

count on propane to overdeliver on the comfort factor,

an ideal standby fuel.

no matter how you’re using it.

CONTROL YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Using propane appliances in your home helps reduce your carbon footprint

MORE SAVINGS
Propane naturally performs more efficiently than other
home energy sources, so you get peak performance
year-round while spending less money.

better than other energy sources, including electricity. Part of what makes
propane so much cleaner is that propane appliances are more energy
efficient, so you're using less energy for what you need — which also saves
on monthly energy costs. If you're trying to be mindful of your home's
environmental impact, using propane appliances is a great first step.

FURNACES AND BOILERS
Eliminate the cold pockets in your home with
a propane-powered furnace or boiler. Propane
powers a “warmer heat” — that is, it heats air
to a higher temperature when it leaves the
vent, so you get to your desired temperature
sooner. And it all happens more efficiently than
it would with an electric furnace.
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